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-----Original Message-----
From: sunset@sunset.texas.gov <sunset@sunset.texas.gov> On Behalf Of Texas Sunset Commission
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2018 4:04 PM
To: Sunset Advisory Commission <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov>
Subject: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication)

Agency: TEXAS BOARD PROFESSIONAL GEOSCIENTISTS TBPG

First Name: William David

Last Name: Prescott

Title: President of Talon/LPE and P.G.

Organization you are affiliated with: Talon/LPE

Email: 

City: Amarillo

State: Texas

Your Comments About the Staff Report, Including Recommendations Supported or
Opposed:
I oppose the recommendation from the Sunset Advisory Commission to Abolish
the TBPG and to not repeal the Texas Geoscience Practice Act.   Several
important facts are needed to justify my recommendation.

1.) The TBPG operates with a surplus and does not negatively effect the General Revenue Fund.  A surplus of
$234,381.00 per year has been observed.
2.) The work done by PG's is critical to the protection and remediation of impacted groundwater and soil from
convenience stores, bulk terminals, pipeline ruptures and spills, tanker rollovers, oil and gas drilling accidents and
spills, oil pipeline releases, railroad derailments, salt water contamination from Oil Gas Exploration, refinery
remediation projects, recovery of free gasoline and oil in domestic water wells and any industrial activities and
commercial development.  The installation of soil borings, groundwater monitoring wells, groundwater recovery
wells and the reports that are required to document such activities are stamped by PG's before their submittal to the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality and the Railroad Commission in Texas.  These agencies receive 98%
of the stamped work by PG's when dealing with groundwater contamination and remediation.  If PG licensure was
abolished who would review and be competent in the proper methodology to
recommend closure or protection of contaminated groundwater.   And who would
be responsible for the protection from exposure to the citizens of the State of Texas when groundwater was not
properly mapped and contamination spreads to residential neighborhoods and its occupants are negatively impacted.
3.)  the stamped reports submitted to the TCEQ are required for the Petroleum Storage Tank Program, the Voluntary
Clean Up Program, The State Dry Cleaning Program, The innocent Owner Operator Program, The TCEQ Superfund
Program, TRRP (Texas Risk Reduction Program), and Risk Reduction Rules Program.
4.) All Phase I Reports, Phase II Reports and Phase III Reports for Commercial Property Transactions in the States
Texas are required by commercial banking lenders to have a PG stamp on the report before funding of the property
can be initiated. Without a PG stamped report commercial lending will drastically slow down.
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As you can see the work done by Professional Geoscientists is critical to the protection of groundwater and soil.  It
is also very important in the commercial lending world by giving lenders and buyers assurance that the property they
are loaning on is free from costly environmental liability.

Any Alternative or New Recommendations on This Agency: I support a 10 year extension of the TBPG until the
next sunset and to allow the Board to continue as it has historically.

My Comment Will Be Made Public: I agree




